Official Transcript: See what life is like as a Capella student
SPEAKER, JEFF HUSTON: My name's Jeff Houston (title card on screen: Jeffrey Huston, 2017 EdD
GuidedPath Graduate). I earned a doctorate of education, an EdD, from Capella University. As somebody
who is in higher education, I run an academic program, the experience at Capella translates into the job
that I have now, and the job that I hope to have in the future (on screen: showcasing photos from
Facebook).
SPEAKER, NACOLE RICCABONI: My name is Nacole Riccaboni (title card on screen: Nacole Riccaboni,
2019 MBA FlexPath Student). I am a critical care nurse, and I am currently working on my MBA with
Capella. As a nurse, I'm very research-based (On-screen disclaimer: Actual FlexPath graduate
compensated for appearing in Capella promotional materials). When I dive into something, I want to
make sure that it's accredited.
SPEAKER, JEFF HUSTON: The Capella courseroom, it's really easy to navigate. You have specific tasks that
you have to do. They are challenging. They do take a lot of time (On-screen disclaimer: Actual FlexPath
graduate who agreed to appear in promotional materials) and a lot of thought, but because the
expectations are really spelled out very clearly, everything is up front in the classroom to you.
SPEAKER, NACOLE RICCABONI: These professors, they are people who have master's degrees, PhDs. And
even if they're in Connecticut or Oregon, you feel like if I really need help, I can talk to you.
SPEAKER, JEFF HUSTON The technology's never a burden. It actually is an engaging online environment.
You have discussion posts where you are interacting with other learners.
SPEAKER, NACOLE RICCABONI: You have an abundance of resources. With the advisor, the library,
access to the journals, these resources are available for you online 24/7.
SPEAKER, JEFF HUSTON: The great thing about online education as well is that you can get it anywhere.
SPEAKER, NACOLE RICCABONI: You create your own timeline within the course. If it's a smaller
assessment, I know I can get it done in one to two weeks. If it's a larger assessment, it might take me a
month. But I'm able to work. I'm able to spend time with my family. I'm able to go back to school and all
those things kind of mesh together (on screen: showcasing photos from Facebook).
SPEAKER, JEFF HUSTON: I've been able to write papers at campouts with my kids or at our camper that
we spend a lot of time in. So, it makes your classroom anywhere you want to be.

